1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

We have known that many people always use sentences in their communication. They only speak according to their satisfaction without caring about the grammatical relationship. In this case, the writer will try to discuss about objective complement, most of the time in daily conversation, without realizing what objective complement is.

Generally, the objective may be in the form of a noun, a present participle, an infinitive with ‘to’, an adjective, a bare infinitive and a prepositional phrase. This topic is quite significant to study as it will involve various syntactic aspects such as forms which may functions as objective complements and various verbs which may be followed by subjective complements.

Objective complement is very important to analyze because most of people do not know what objective complement is and what form of word can be formed by objective complement.

So, the reason of the writer in choosing this topic it is very interesting for him and it always becomes a problem in a sentence. Besides that, many reference books related to it can easily be found in the libraries. Another reason is that objective complement is always used in our daily conversation and many people are usually reluctant to use it as they are worried to make mistake. Finally, this topic was chosen, as this study may support the writer and other people knowledge in the improvement of mastery of English.
1.2 Problem of the Study

There are some reasons for choosing the topic of this thesis. And to make a better understanding on this topic some problems are formulated:

a. How English Objective Complement is formed?

b. Can verbs be followed by objective complement?

1.3 Objective of the Study

The objectives of this study are:

a. To describe of information that how objective complement is formed.

b. To describe where the verbs can be followed by objective complement.

1.4 Scope of the Study

This thesis consists of a syntactic study of objective complements in English. The description covers a list of verbs which can be followed by objective complement and various constructions which may function as objective complements. This simple thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter one deals with an introduction. In chapter two, it tells about the description of review of literature. Next chapter is about method of research. In chapter four, it deals with the analysis of objective complement. The conclusion and suggestions are presented at the last chapter to finish the analysis of this thesis.

This scope shows that the aspects of discussion are focused on how objective complement is produced, and focused on forms of word that can be followed by objective complement. Added with some major supporting ideas pertaining to the sentence structure and the form of objective complements.
1.5 Significance of the Study

Objective complement has an important role in English sentences as it may give extra meaning and some other syntactical senses. English sentences that contain objective complement need extra handling and if neglected, sense of the sentence will be awkward. The complexities of objective complement are very interesting to study that make this topic is significant to be the subject of study.